GLOBAL COMMUNICATION M.A. DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAM
2016 YEAR-END PRESENTATION

STUDENT PRESENTERS

Elizabeth Arnold
“Cultivating Global Citizens: Understanding Global Citizenship Education in a Moment of Neoliberal Globalization”

Artemisa Bega
“Infectious salmon anaemia - The political power of a small infectious agent”

Malika Baratova
“Community Gardens in Vancouver: An exploration of communication, food sovereignty, and activism”

Nicole Chow

Camila Ferreira
“The Role of Social Media during the Brazilian Protests of 2013”

Zhuo Ya Li
“Constructed Hegemonic Femininity in E-commerce of China: A Case Study of Singles’ Day Sale”

Han Li
“The role of public art in the communicative practice of university art gallery in North America -- A case study of SFU Art Gallery and the art controversies”

Yiqian Liu
“A political economy analysis of the Chinese delivery worker’s daily communication practice”

WanWan Sun
“The Image of China in a BBC Documentary and Chinese Audiences’ Reception and Interpretation of it: A Case of the Chinese Are Coming”

LinLin Wang
“Copyright Reform--Taking Pirate Party and Green Party as examples”

Ye Xu
“The Formation of Global Sports Fandom in China: Capitalism, Masculinities and World Order”

Qinwen Yu

AUGUST 4, THURSDAY • 1:00PM - 5:00PM
VANCOUVER HARBOUR CENTER CAMPUS ROOM 7000